CURRICULUM VITAE

DIBYENDU MAITI

Present Position
Associate Professor, School of Economics

Address
S213, Faculty of Business and Economics, The University of The South Pacific
Private Mail Bag, Laucala Campus, Suva, Fiji
Tel: +679– 323 2706
Fax: +679–323 2522
Email: maiti_d@usp.ac.fj; mdibyendu@yahoo.com

Award
2009 Global Development Network (GDN) Award (for best Research on Development)
2009 IDRC India Social Science Research Award (Best Young Social Scientist)

Postdoc Fellowship
2009 ESRC-ICSSR Scholar Exchange Fellowship, University of Nottingham, UK
2007 IPPG Postdoctoral Fellow, University of Manchester, UK
2006 – 2009 MPI Fellowship, Max Planck Institute of Economics, Jena, Germany
2005 ICSSR-CASS Indo-China Cultural Exchange Fellowship

Educational Tenure:
2004 Ph.D (Economics), Vidyasagar University, India
2000 M.Phil (Economics), Burdwan University, India
1996 MSc. (Economics), Vidyasagar University, India
1994 B.Sc (Hons in Economics with Physics and Mathematics), Calcutta University, India
1994 DCA (Comp. Application), DOE, India

Teaching: Macroeconomics and International Economics

Current Research:
- Trade, Labour Relation and Development
- Governance, Taxation and Informality
- Anti-Dumping, FDI and Welfare
- Openness and Regional Growth

Publication

Edited Volume

(1) The Informal Sector in India (Special Volume) Journal of South Asian Development, 2010 (Guest edited with K. Sen) vol. 5. No.1
(2) The Informal sector in South Asia: Organisational Dynamics, Institutional Determinants, Interlinkages and Development (Special Volume) Indian Journal of Labour Economics, 2010 (Guest edited with K. Sen), 52 (2)

Journal Article ( refereed)

(1) “Market Distortions and Productivity Growth with reference to India”, Economics Bulletin (forthcoming)
(2) “Liberalisation and Precarious Works in India”, American Behavioral Scientists, (provisionally accepted)
(7) “Informality and Productivity”, India Macroeconomic Annual, 2009 (with S. Marjit)
(10) “Regional Trade Openness Index and Income Disparity - A New Methodology and the Indian Experiment” (with S. Marjit and S. Kar) *Economic and Political Weekly*, 2007, 24 (9)

Chapter/Article in Book
(1) “Bilateral Relation, Trade Flow and Regional Growth: A Study on Trade Relations of China and India with Mekong Region”, in P. De, *Fostering Trade of Mekong-China and Mekong-India*, Sage Publication (forthcoming)

Working/Discussion paper
- Reform, Wage and Innovation in Developing Economy with Informal Sector
- “Foreign Competition, Bi-sourcing and Union Wage Share” [http://www.isid.ac.in/~pu/conference/dec_10_conf/Papers/DibyenduMaiti.pdf](http://www.isid.ac.in/~pu/conference/dec_10_conf/Papers/DibyenduMaiti.pdf)
- ‘Heterogeneous Labour and Productivity Differential in Indian Industries’
- “Institution, Network and Industrialisation: Field Evidence on Flexibility and Fragmentation from India”, *IPPG Discussion Paper 26*, University of Manchester, UK, 2009
- “The Institutional Determinants for Informalisation and its effects on Poverty and Growth (with S. Marjit), *IPPG Discussion Paper 30*, University of Manchester, UK, 2009
- “Economic Liberalisation, The Informal Sector and Pro-poor Growth in India: The Role of Delicensing”, University of East Anglia, 2007
- “Trade Reform, Vertical Contracts and Innovation of Developing Economy” (with Werner Bönte), [www.isid.ac.in/~planning/DibyenduMaiti.pdf](http://www.isid.ac.in/~planning/DibyenduMaiti.pdf) and Max Planck Institute of Economics, 2006
- “Conflict Resolution Mechanism and Level of Forest Protection: A Study on Southern West Bengal in India”, *Atragamee, Bhubaneswar*

**Workshop/Conference coordination**

(1) Capacity building Workshop on 5-days *CGE model for Trade Policy Analysis* (sponsored by WTO and ARTNeT (UNESCAP, Bangkok) 23-27th July 2012
(2) International Conference on *Informal Sector on South Asia: Organisational Dynamics, Institutional Determinants, Interlinkages and Development*, Institute of Economic Growth, 27-28th July 2009

**Current Teaching:** Macroeconomics, Microeconomics (Game Theory), International Trade